Effect of induced hypocapnic hypopnea on upper airway patency in humans during NREM sleep.
We wished to determine the effect of reduced ventilatory drive (hypopnea) on upper airway patency in humans during non-rapid-eye-movement (NREM) sleep. We studied nine subjects (58 trials) spanning the spectrum of susceptibility to upper airway collapse including normals, snorers and patients with mild sleep apnea. Hypocapnic hypopnea was induced by abrupt cessation of brief (1 min) nasal mechanical hyperventilation. Surface inspiratory EMG (EMGinsp) was used as an index of drive. Upper airway resistance and supraglottic pressure-flow plots were used as indexes of upper airway patency. Termination of nasal mechanical ventilation resulted in reduced VE to 4904 of pre-mechanical ventilation eupneic control. Upper airway resistance at a fixed flow did not change significantly in inspiration or expiration. Likewise, pressure-flow plots showed no increase in upper airway resistance except in one subject. However, maximum flow (Vmax) decreased during hypopnea in four subjects who demonstrated inspiratory flow-limitation (IFL) during eupneic control. In contrast, no IFL was noted in subjects who showed no evidence of IFL during eupnea. We concluded: (1) Reduced ventilatory drive does not compromise upper airway patency in normal subjects during NREM sleep; (2) the reduction in Vmax during hypopnea in subjects with IFL during eupneic control, suggests that reduced drive is associated with increased upper airway compliance in these subjects; and (3) upper airway susceptibility to narrowing/closure is an important determinant of the response to induced hypopnea during NREM sleep.